
2.RAISE AWARENESS INFOGRAPHIC TEMPLATE

Create between 5 and 10 questions to show to the users if the project idea they have
matches with the program they are checking, or if they have to change and search in
another EU program. Also, show them if they know enough about the program or if they
have to implement their knowledge with some more information (official+best practices
examples)

Example:
1. How voluminous should a project proposal be?

a. As voluminous as possible
b. A proposal should be as concise and clear as possible
c. Between 30 and 50 pages, Arial 10 font.
d. 50,000 characters.

2. Where can I find the "call identifier” and the "call name”?
a. Inside the application form
b. On the guide
c. There is not a specific mention to “call identifier” and “call name”
d. On the 1st page of the Call document, as an example:

• Call name: Nature & Biodiversity - Standard Action Projects (SAP)
•Call identifier: LIFE-2022-SAP-NAT

3. Who can apply?
a. A public or private legal entity registered in the EU or an overseas

country or territory linked to it
b. A third country associated to the LIFE programme
c. A legal entity created under Union law or any international organisation
d. All the previous answers are correct

4.   In which language should I submit my proposal?
a. Only in English
b. Only in French
c. Only in German
d. You can submit your proposal in any official EU language

5.   Where can a LIFE project take place?
a. In your country
b. In, at least, 5 different countries
c. In an eligible country
d. In, at least, an EU and a Non EU country

6.   What is the optimal budget for a LIFE project?
a. There are no specifications for project budgets
b. Small projects with total costs below €500 000 have rarely been selected in

the evaluation
c. LIFE has co-funded large ambitious projects with total costs of more than €5

million several times in the past
d. All the previous answers are correct

7.   Can we receive funding from other EU programmes in addition to LIFE?
a. Yes, you can use different funds at the same time for the same project



b. LIFE programme funding must not overlap with funding from other EU
programmes

c. Yes, but you have to clarify why and for what reason you should use more
than Life+ funds

8.   Which forms should be signed at the submission level?
a. You have to submit a grant agreement
b. You have to submit internal agreement with partners
c. No signed forms are expected to be uploaded in the system

9.   How can I estimate the staff effort in Work Package under Part B?
a. Using your national system
b. You have to applicate a formula according to real time/effort
c. The number of annual productive days is fixed at 215 days per year per

person. i.e. 17-18 days = 1 person/month
d. No staff costs are needed

10.   Is there a recommendation for the number of milestones or deliverables?
a. Yes, between 2 and 5
b. Most of the approved projects in the past calls has 3
c. No matter about the number, they have to be relevant and to the point and the

number depends on the need and scope of the project
d. You can apply without adding milestones and/or deliverables

-.....

For each type of answer we can assign points, according to the final results we can generate
a profile:

- Very confident user
- With some knowledge
- Need to implement
- Beginner

or something like that


